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Stress 
 
Why is word stress important?  

Stress is one of the most important speech tools used by English speakers to communicate 

meaning. English speakers use stress to highlight information they think is important. In 

addition, every English word with more than one syllable or word part has a defined stress 

pattern. That is, you can look up a dictionary to see which syllable is stressed. English stress is 

as important as English sounds. 

How does it work? 

The English stress system is based on the CONTRAST between stressed and unstressed 

syllables, stressed and unstressed words. Stressed syllables are longer and louder than 

unstressed syllables. They also have some pitch change or movement of the voice up or down. 

Basically, there are three levels of stress in English: 

syllable stress in 

words 

contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables in words  

eg      ma ny   peo ple   be lieve  

key word stress stress in longer speech chunks, clauses or sentences 

eg      / that in an increasingly globalised world / 

focus word stress the syllable in the stressed word which has the strongest pitch 

change in a speech chunk    

                                                                        
eg     / that in an increasingly globalised world / …. 

What will happen if I don’t use stress? 

You may sabotage your communication and you may risk tiring and confusing listeners. 

Listeners may not be able to recognise even simple vocabulary if you stress syllables equally or 

use incorrect word stress. Listeners may not follow your meaning if you don’t stress key words 

in information chunks.  

Stress is essential for presenting key information clearly. Stressing information words at the end 

of a sentence or a speech chunk is also important because this is where new information often 

occurs in English.  
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Other Languages and Word Stress? 

 

• Many East and South East Asian languages are mostly monosyllabic (one syllable 

words) – eg. Chinese, Vietnamese 

• Others which have polysyllabic words as well give equal weight to all syllables – Thai, 

Lao, Khmer, Indonesian/Malay, Japanese and Korean. 

• European languages tend to use stress, but almost always in a regular and 

predictable position. 

• German, Dutch, Czech and Finnish 

o Stress on 1st syllable (except with prefixes) 

• French, Turkish and Persian (Farsi) 

o Stress on final syllable 

• Spanish, Italian and Polish 

o Stress on penultimate (2nd last) 

 

 

 
Forman, R. 2011, ‘Module 5: Phonemic Level’, UTS Subject 013017, UTS, Sydney. 
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UTS/ELSSA Centre/ Pronunciation Fact Sheet/ Common word stress patterns/ HZ and MW 2010 
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Schwa 
 
 

This is the most common vowel in English because it is used in syllables that are 
unstressed. 

 
eg. the vowel in the last syllable of the word ‘Important’  
 
or  
‘I want to go’  the vowel in the word ‘to’ is pronounced as schwa 

because it is an unstressed word.  
 

Schwa is NEVER in a stressed syllable.   
 
 

Its use in connected speech is an important part of the rhythm of spoken English.   
 
 

It is also very difficult to many learners, not because it is difficult to say, but 
because they do not realise how many syllables are unstressed in English.   

 
 

When you don’t use schwa appropriately in unstressed syllables, it can sound as if 
every syllable is stressed. 

 
 

Example: 
 
It’s very difficult for learners of English to master the pronunciation of 
schwa. 
 
It’s very difficult for learners of English to master the pronunciation of 
schwa. 
 
Adapted from Yates, L. & Zielinski, B. 2009, Give it a Go: Teaching Pronunciation to Adults, Department of Immigration and 
Citizenship, Sydney and Forman, R. 2011, ‘Module 5: Phonemic Level’, UTS Subject 013107, UTS, Sydney 
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Word Stress Practice 

 
Listen to the words then tick the answer with the correct stress.   

1. really   A: really  B: really 
 

2. report   A: report  B: report 
 

3. remember  A: remember B: remember C: remember 
 

4. yesterday  A: yesterday B: yesterday C: yesterday 
 

5. exam   A: exam  B: exam 
 

6. revision  A: revision B: revision C: revision 
 

7. difficult  A: difficult B: difficult C: difficult 
 

8. opinion  A: opinion B: opinion C: opinion 
 

9. possible  A: possible B: possible C: possible 
 

10. business  A: business B: business C: business 

Look at the bold words and underline those that have the stress on the FIRST syllable.  Then 
watch the video and check your answers. 

1. What’s the most recent movie you’ve seen? 
 

2. Do you enjoy romantic comedies? 
 

3. Who’s your favourite actor or actress? 
 

4. Do you prefer eating popcorn or chocolate in the movies? 
 

5. Is going to the movies expensive in your country? 

Now ask your partner the same questions. 

Clarity English offers you online language support.  It is free 
for all UTS students through the UTS Library.  Go to 
http://www.lib.uts.edu.au/help/english-language 
and follow the links. 
 
The following exercises on word stress are taken from 
Clarity English – Clear Pronunciation 2. 

http://www.lib.uts.edu.au/help/english-language
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Stress Practice 

 
Listen to the words below.  In each group, three have the same stress pattern, and one is 
different.  Tick the word that is different.   

1. politics    4. introduction 
interesting    photocopy 
sensible    complicated 
develop    businesswoman 
 

2. opinion   5. ridiculous 
government    technology 
important    experience 
whenever    sympathetic 
 

3. kangaroo   6. application 
instrument    entertainment 
interrupt    centimetre 
disappear    fundamental 
 

Listen to the sentences and look at the syllables in bold.  Are the vowel sounds in those 
syllables weak or strong?   

1. She promised to provide eggs for breakfast   Weak  Strong 
  

2. Megan began swimming when she was seven  Weak  Strong 
 

3. Put the potatoes and carrots into the pot   Weak  Strong 
 

4. A modern car engine is a complex machine   Weak  Strong 
 

5. She wants to become a better musician   Weak  Strong 
 

6. Most musicians can play the piano    Weak  Strong 
 

7. We had to measure the height of a mature apple tree Weak  Strong 
 

8. We expect you to do extra work before the exam  Weak  Strong  

Clarity English offers you online language support.  It is 
free for all UTS students through the UTS Library.  Go to 
http://www.lib.uts.edu.au/help/english-language and 
follow the links. 
 
The following exercises on word stress are taken from 
Clarity English – Clear Pronunciation 2. 

http://www.lib.uts.edu.au/help/english-language
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Stress Practice 
 
 

 
 

The suffixes –ion, -ic, -ical, -ial and –ity sometimes affect the stress on a word.  Listen to each 
pair of words.  When you add the suffix, does the stress stay on the same syllable or move to a 
different syllable?  Write ‘same’ or ‘different’. 

 

1. revise  revision   11. permit  permission 
 

2. artist  artist    12. history  historical 
 

3. public  publicity   13. celebrate celebration 
 

4. tropic  tropical   14. Economy economics 
 

5. inform  information   15. Essence essential 
 

6. minor  minority   16. Possible possibility 
 

7. practice practical   17. Decide  decision 
 

8. office  official    18. Technique technical 
 

9. operate operation   19. Science scientific 
 

10. secure  security   20. Describe description 

 

 

 

Clarity English offers you online language support.  It is free 
for all UTS students through the UTS Library.  Go to 
http://www.lib.uts.edu.au/help/english-language and follow 
the links. 
 
The following exercises on word stress are taken from Clarity 
English – Clear Pronunciation 2. 

http://www.lib.uts.edu.au/help/english-language
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Frequently used Academic Words 
For practice using these academic words, go to: 

http://emedia.rmit.edu.au/learninglab/content/academic-word-list-tool 

 

http://emedia.rmit.edu.au/learninglab/content/academic-word-list-tool
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Frequently used Academic Words 
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